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combination voyage, with three Aframaxes loading a VLCC via STS in Ceuta 
(Western Mediterranean).  The VLCC will then transport the crude around the 
Cape of Good Hope to India.  For this comparison, we need to make a number 
of assumptions.  First of all, there are the customary assumptions around the 
speed and consumption of the vessels, the bunker prices and the route they 
will take (through the Suez Canal or around the Cape). For this particular 
comparison, we also have to make an assumption on the cost and timing of the 
STS operations.  Fortunately, based on available data, we can make reasonable 
estimates for each of these cost components.   

The biggest unknown is the rates that the tanker owners will charge for the 
voyages.  These trips are not fixed and reported in the open market and the 
freight rates are not disclosed.  For the first part of this example, we’ll use the 
current one-year time charter rate for each vessel class as a proxy ($44,500/day 
for an Aframax and $36,500/day for a VLCC).  On this basis, it costs $6.42/barrel 
to move the crude on an Aframax and $5.06/barrel when using an 
Aframax/VLCC combination.  This difference shows the power of economies of 
scale.  However, we know that owners making these trips charge well above the 
“market” rate.  A recent Reuters article titled “Lost Russian oil revenue is 
bonanza for shippers, refiners”, referenced an invoice for $10.5 Million for an 
Aframax voyage of Russian crude from the Baltic to India.  Based on our 
assumptions, this invoice would imply an Aframax TCE of $150,000/day (!).  If 
we assume that the “dark fleet premium” of a VLCC is equivalent to the 
premium of the Aframax, this would mean a VLCC TCE of $123,000/day.  These 
“dark fleet premium” rates would make the $/barrel transportation cost for 
crude from Russia to India a lot higher ($14.98/barrel for the Aframax and 
$11.16/barrel for the Afra/VLCC STS), but it is still a lot cheaper to use a VLCC 
with STS rather than just an Aframax.  If these rates are anywhere near 
representative of the premiums that can be achieved by moving Russian crude, 
it is no surprise that certain vessel owners are willing to take the reputational 
and/or sanctions risk.  In a few voyages owners can earn their investment back. 

In summary, STS is a proven methodology and the use of larger ships is both 
viable and cost effective.  Given the fact that, after the EU import ban, most of 
Russia’s crude is heading to Asia, we expect that we will see more STS activity 
in the Atlantic Basin.  It is too early to say whether we will see a similar 
development in the product tanker market, but if the economics are 
compelling, it is quite possible. 

  

 
 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

Why is the volume of ship-to-ship transfers growing? 

Global crude oil and refined product trade flows have reshuffled 
after the Russian attack on Ukraine.  Sanctions have closed off 
certain markets, such as Europe and forced a rethink about how 
to best serve more distant new markets (like India and China).  
In this context, it appears that oil (both crude and products) is 
increasingly being handled through so-called ship-to-ship (STS) 
transfers.  Why is this the case and do we expect this trend to 
continue? 

Ship-to-ship transfers are not a new phenomenon.  STS transfers 
have been used for many years in different parts of the world.  
It is mostly driven by the shipping industry’s drive to maximize 
economies of scale.  It is much cheaper on a dollar per barrel 
basis to move oil in a VLCC, which can carry 2 million barrels 
than in a Aframax, which ‘only’ carries 700,000 barrels.  
However not all ports or terminals in the world can 
accommodate VLCCs.  Due to draft restrictions, most U.S. ports 
cannot accommodate fully laden VLCCs. Hence, STS operations 
have been used in the U.S. Gulf for decades, initially to discharge 
VLCCs coming from the Middle East, but since 2016, increasingly 
also to load VLCCs for crude oil exports to Asia and (more 
recently) Europe.  STS operations are also used for refined 
products.  In West Africa, for example, full laden LR1s or LR2s 
arriving from Asia or Europe transfer their cargo into multiple 
smaller vessels who distribute the product along the West 
African coast.  When done properly, STS operations are safe and 
efficient. 

STS transfers are not only used to facilitate economies of scale.  
They are also an effective tool to obfuscate the origin of cargoes.  
Iran has been the master of this technique.  They transport 
sanctioned oil on VLCCs to various locations offshore Malaysia 
before smaller vessels pick up the parcels and move them to 
their final destination. 

Russia appears to use STS transfers for both objectives: to 
obscure the origin of the cargo and to improve the economics 
of longer haul exports.  An example of the former hit the 
shipping press this week when a product tanker controlled by a 
European owner was denied entry into a Spanish port.  
Unbeknownst to the owner, the cargo of vacuum gasoil onboard 
the vessel originated from a tanker that previously sailed under 
the Russian flag.  Multiple STS transfers were involved and this 
was seen by the Spanish government as an attempt to 
circumvent the sanctions against Russia. 

To illustrate the benefits of economies of scale, we will look at 
the shipping cost of transporting crude oil from the Russian port 
of Primorsk to the Indian port of Vadinar.  We compare two 
scenarios: 1) A direct voyage on an Aframax and 2) A 
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